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ABSTRACT 
 

 Vehicular adhoc network (VANET) is a popular area of research to provide safety in intelligent manner, various sensors are used to 
make it possible communication within moving vehicles on the road.  Security always considered as a second step after successful 
deployment of a network, due to attachment of intelligent structure of VANET, the security concern issue triggers to compromise the data 
integrity and its performance, This paper contribute the simulation work to conduct the investigation of network performance, the work of 
this paper is divided in three steps, 1. Simulate the network with number of vehicles 10 to 50 where all vehicles non malicious, 2. Simulate 
the network with number of vehicles 10 to 50 under sinkhole attack, total number of sinkhole attacker vehicles are 4. And in the final step 
presents the analysis of VANET under sinkhole attack, by calculating its Dropping Ratio (DR). The analysis shows the network with 
sinkhole attack drag down the network performance, the DR is increase rapidly with different send interval which is not an normal 
performance of an network as the DR is increase 80% with 50 vehicles in the network and 4 sinkhole attacker vehicles in to the network, it 
analyze with different number of vehicles and with different number of attacker vehicles, the simulation experiment is assumed for 
highway scenario and use the OMNeT++ simulator, and it analyze on DYMO routing protocol. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 

The utilization of a VANET broadly is 
administered by its application such as US DOT 
applications. The communication among the 
Vehicles and Road Side Unit (RSU) is designed for 
receives and transmits the packets. According to 
straining in get into the topographical position, 
network is predictable functioning on behalf of a 
pleasing duration of time with no any interference. 
VANET [1,2] research is ongoing, Due to 
infrastructure less network the attacks triggers to 
compromise the data integrity and network 
performance, so it is compulsory to analyze the 
network performance with different kind of attacks, 
some attacks are logical attacks and some attacks are 
normal attacks, as sinkhole attack is a logical attack 
it must be analyze the network performance. 
Currently the researchers introduced plenty of 

application in VANET which are supposed to 
entertainment for passengers while drive on road. 
The significant  struggle is involved in safety 
applications, in the year 2005, government and 
industries present a  document  which highlighted 
eight  significance applications in the presence of  
NHTS (National Highway Traffic Safety Admin), 
USDOT (US Dep: of Transp:) and CAMP (Crash 
Avoidance Metrics Partnership) VSCC (Vehicle 
Safety Comm Consortium) [3, 4]. These applications 
are present in table 1 with detailed description. These 
eight applications are designed base on high priority 
safety among vehicles. VANET provides road safety 
and it uses the safety and non-safety 
applications[16,17], based on several applications the 
Several  malicious have been  introduced for use in  
VANET scenario  as well as protocols have be 
suggested for detection and prevention in 
contradiction of  malicious. In MANET the 
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malicious such as wormhole abd black hole attacks, 
wormhole [5,18] employee twofold collaborating 
degraded nodes attached by an outof-band channel to 
reroute packet traffic. And blackhole attack [6, 7] 
which difference based on the perception of creating 
and communicating wrong or false route info to 
request traffic message packets are accordingly 
doesn’t  sent to the appropriate receiver participant, 
but as per replacement the violent participant, similar 
an blackhole. In sinkhole node similar invite the 
other nodes as attractive way who react like it knows 
the shortest route to destination but after receiving 
packets it may be modify on that packet or provide 
wrong information to the destination node, 
furthermore Packet dropping  studied by  Marti et al, 
and prevent against this attack designed a method 
which is called  [8], the job of this technique is to 
identify the misbehaving nodes, After identify 
pathrater employee for routing which avoid and 

bypass misbehaving nodes.  Balakrishnan et al.  Bo 
et al. [9] gives an analysis by   evaluation of various 
routing protocols under attacker node the evaluation 
is done by Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector 
(DSDV), Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), and Ad 
hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV), its 
analysis represents the DSDV is a robust routing 
protocol over the measured attacks. In [10] it present 
an analysis evaluation among Secure-AODV 
(SAODV) and AODV. Chen et al. conclude a 
method specifying network survivability in wireless 
adhoc networks [11,20] and describe network 
survivability as a mixture of network letdown 
influences and letdown periods and usage a 
performance metric named extra packet loss due to 
letdowns, hence it is most important to investigate 
network performance in presence of attacks and 
should be discover what number of vehicles are 
suitable to develop the network.

 
Table 1: VANET USDOT applications 

Application Description 
Supportive Forward Collision Warning Vehicle spot, speed, acceleration, caption. 
Pre-Crash Sensing Vehicle category, spot, speed, acceleration, caption. 
Emergency Electronic Brake Lights Vehicle position, caption, speed, deceleration, path surface situation. 
Lane Change Warning Vehicle spot, caption, speed, acceleration, direction signal status. 
Signal Abuse Warning Traffic signal position, spot, timing, stopping position, path surface 

sorts. 
Curve Speed Warning Curve position, curve speed restrictions, curvature 
Left Turn Assistant Traffic signal status, timing, directionality, road nature crossing info, 

vehicle spot, speed, caption. 
Stop Sign Drive Assist Vehicle spot, caption, speed, warning, turn signal position. 

 
1.1. Vehicular Network 

A VANET [12-14] is consist of vehicles and 
roadside units (RSUs), and trusted parties (TPs). 
Onboard units OBUs fixed in each vehicle which 
allows the short-range wireless connection to send and 
receives the data among V2V and RSU. In general 
VANET known subgroup of mobile ad hoc networks 
(MANET) , the motivating impression after VANET 
is enabling communication between vehicles as well 
communication with road access points which are 
fixed on each road,  United States (US), Japan, and 
European nation’s research have  attentive on this 
stimulating  area for its  deployment in the practical 
way.  The aiming of VANET is to improve as well 
develop the vehicle safety and provide them real world 
applications by  allocating transportation, traffic 
signaling information, road congestion information, 
parking lot availability information  between  vehicles. 
Availability of Communication in VANET is twofold. 

 
• Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V): 

there are plenty of applications have been 
designed to entertain nearby vehicle to exchange 
useful information, for instance road conditions, 
alternative road, fuel refill stations parking areas and 
so on.   

 
• Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I): 

this communications is among vehicle and its 

access point where each vehicle have been provide 
warning alerts, change lane direction, curve change 
warning, and so on the nearest RSU is responsible to 
distribute all useful information to avoid collision, 
congestions and unexpected events. 

 
Reason of Attacks: 

Open nature of network is a vulnerability in 
security measurement or analysis the performance in 
presence of malicious, although VANET is on highly 
targeted by attackers than infrastructure based 
networks such as wired, due to many causes. We 
notified the causes of attack in VANET as below. 

 
• Absence of centralized control: 

VANET is an infrastructure less structure it is 
open network any node can participate by receiving 
and sending the data. The absence of centralized 
control brings the challenges for detection and 
prevention of attacks.  The main reason behind it is 
not informal to administrate the transportation in a 
highly dynamic and huge scale vehicle network. The 
Absence of centralized control will obstruct trust 
repudiation for vehicles. 

 
• Source accessibility: 

Source accessibility considered as serious 
problem in VANET. As long as confident 
communication in such varying open nature network 
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and defense beside particular malicious, leads to 
increase of several defense systems such as detection 
and prevention systems. Cooperative open nature 
network similarly tolerate enactment of standalone 
defense applications. 

 
• Scalability: 

According to movement of vehicles, the amount 
of vehicular network allow the vehicles to change 
their position, speed and tracks by vehicle drivers 
without any restriction or limitation in the network.  
Therefore scalability also one of challenging factor 
on network performance of its security measurement. 
The security of an open nature networks should have 
the ability to handle the security task of network like 
a wired network. 

 
• Willingness: 

Routing procedure for VANET typically 
consider that all vehicles are cooperative without 
implementation of intrusion detection portion in 
routing algorithms. So the overall sum-up any 
cooperative vehicle can be behave as an attacker and 
being a nature of attacker  can be simply  participate 
an significant routing proxy and interrupt the 
network  administration and its performance by  
denying  the protocol  Standard. 

 

• Vibrant topology: 
Vibrant topology as well unfixed vehicle 

involvement can be interrupt the trust value in the 
neighbor vehicles. The trust value can be similarly 
interrupted if particular vehicles are identified as 
compromised the security standards. This vibrant 
manners could be improved safely with distributed as 
well adaptive security standards. 

 
2.1. Sinkhole Attack: 

The sinkhole attack aiming is to attraction in its 
neighbors by all the transportation from a specific area 
over a compromised vehicle, making a symbolic 
sinkhole through the adversary at the focus point. 
Sinkhole attacker vehicles characteristically effort by 
creating a compromised vehicle and its appearance  
particularly attractive to neighboring vehicles with 
admiration to the routing .the Sinkhole attacker 
vehicles are challenging to recognize due to  routing 
info provided by a vehicle is challenging to validate. 
For instance an IPad-class adversary takes a robust 
influence radio transmitter which permits it to offer a 
quick route over transmitting with sufficient influence 
to reach at the destination, figure 1 shows the concept 
of sinkhole attack in VANET, where V-E is an 
sinkhole attacker and other vehicles are as normal 
behavioral in the network, the detailed overview of 
sinkhole is present in [15-18].

 

 
Fig. 1: Sinkhole attack in VANET 

 
3. Simulation setup: 

OMNeT++ is network simulator which is suitable 
to modeling and simulate the wireless networks[19], 
plenty of researchers used this simulator to get 
appropriate required results, in general it consist of 
.ned file which allow to design the network, .ini file is 
allows to write initialization parameters, and .cc file 
contain the codes of designed network. Our simulation 

is twofold, first simulate of a non-malicious network 
and second simulate the network with sinkhole attack, 
we design the network by use of C++ codes to design 
the non-malicious network and network under 
sinkhole attack. 

 
3.2. Network DR: 

Dropping Ratio is increase 80% with 50 number 
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of vehicles in the network, with different experiments 
with number of vehicles, first it simulate a network 
with non-malicious behavioral and number of vehicles 
10, 20, 30, 40 and 50, after all it simulate the network 
with malicious behavioral contain sinkhole attack, the 
number of attacker vehicles are 1, 2, 3, and 4. Where 0 
is non malicious, as shows in result the DR increase 
with different send interval, figure 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d 
shows the different send interval 0.1, 0.15, 0.20 and 
0.25, and number of vehicles are 10-50, 0 is non 

malicious and 1-4 are sinkhole attacker vehicles. It 
shows the effect when the sinkhole attacker vehicle 
participate in the network and it triggers its DR which 
increase, as VANET required to not dropped ratio but 
due to sinkhole attack it effect on network 
performance. And figure 2e shows the average of DR 
with sinkhole attack, it shows the average DR with 
presence of sinkhole attack with different send 
intervals.

 

 
Fig. 2a: DR of sinkhole attack with send interval 0.10 

 

 
Fig. 2a: DR of sinkhole attack with send interval 0.15 
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Fig. 2a: DR of sinkhole attack with send interval 0.20 

 

 
 
Fig. 2a: DR of sinkhole attack with send interval 0.25 

 

 
Fig. 2e: Average DR of Sinkhole 
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Conclusion: 
In this article we analyze the VANET performance 

under Sinkhole Attack by calculating Dropping Ratio, with 
DYMO routing protocol, it is analyze that sinkhole is a 
challenging trail for network, which drag down the network’s 
performance, it increase the  DR 80% with 50 vehicles which 
is more harmful, although VANET is facing plenty of issues 
regarding the security attacks, the attacker compromised the 
network integrity which is directly impact on network life 
and overhead can be triggers due to sinkhole attack, as 
VANET aiming to transmit the data at mean time for secure 
from collisions and reduce the congestion during drive on 
road, and it is studied in literature review that the accidents 
can be avoid if the warning message provided before any 
unexpected events while sinkhole attack stand against the 
actual use of network, our result shows that when if increase 
the number of vehicles in the network the DR increase as 
well presence of sinkhole attack vehicles is serious issue as 
the number of sinkhole attack vehicle increase the overall 
performance effected from sinkhole attack. 
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